
Parents’ Literacy Workshop
Years 4, 5, & 6:  Phase C

Emma Madden & Clare Richards

Collect a feedback form to hand in at the end 
of the session.



Aims and Objectives

• To give parents and carers a basic 
understanding of how Literacy is taught in 
Fox Primary School;

• To help parents and carers develop their 
personal subject knowledge;

• To support parents and carers with the ways 
they support their child’s writing, reading and 
spelling at home.



What will we cover today?

• Writing: the Literacy Curriculum, the writing 
process, progression in writing, support for 
writing at home

• Reading: Guided Reading (in school) and 
reading for pleasure (at home)

• Spelling: strategies to enable children to learn 
spellings, home learning

• Handouts – will be available on the website



Writing

What skills are required to be a 
‘good’ writer?



The Literacy Curriculum: 
text types

• Narrative - traditional, historical, visual (e.g. Dickens, Rabbit Proof Fence)

• Play script - writing, acting out (e.g. Shakespeare)

• Poetry – form, vocabulary, performance 

• Non-chron report - real, imaginary (e.g. Tudors, mythical monsters)

• Recount - biography, diary, autobiography (e.g. Nelson Mandela, Desert 
Island Discs)

• Instructions - real, fictional (e.g. how to be a spy)

• Persuasion - adverts, leaflets, argument, debate  (e.g. fair trade)

• Discussion - presenting both sides of an argument 

WEBSITE: Progression in Text Types



• Exploration of genre through text models –
children generate their own success criteria for 
writing

• Preparation for the content of writing
• Oral rehearsal, e.g. drama, speaking & listening
• Shared writing, guided writing and independent 

writing
• Editing 
• Extended writing

The writing process



Progression in writing: punctuation
• CL and .
• , in lists of nouns and adjectives
• ! and ?
• Apostrophes for contraction and possession
• , with connectives, e.g. after a time connective
• “ ” … and ( ) 
• , in complex 
• : - and ; 

Deep understanding – to use punctuation 
correctly with little or omission 



Progression in writing: 
sentence structure

Simple Sentence 
1 clause = a subject and a verb 
I went to the shop. Harry kicked the big ball.

Compound Sentence
2 (or more) main clauses linked with a 
co-ordinating conjunction (and, so, or, but)
I like eating meat, but I also like eating
vegetables. He went to the shop and he looked 
at the different toys.

WEBSITE: Sentence Structure



Sentence structure
Complex sentence
1 main clause and 1 subordinate clause linked with 

a subordinating conjunction.
o Year 3 / 4: adverbial complex sentences using 

‘because’, ‘when’, ‘as’, ‘before’ etc.
When I went to the shop, I looked at the toys.
I ate a sandwich, because I was hungry.
o Year 5 / 6: relative clauses, or non finite clauses, 

e.g. with a ‘who’/ ‘which’ or ‘-ing’ verb
The toy, which was had once been the latest 
gadget on the shelves, now lay abandoned under 
the child’s bed.
Smiling happily, she walked home. 



Progression in writing: punctuation 
and sentence structure

How can you support this at home?

• Encourage children to speak in full sentences;
• Encourage children to be attentive to 

punctuation when reading aloud, e.g. showing 
speech through the use of different voices, 
showing an ! through reading the sentence in 
a louder/ stronger voice, pausing for . 



Progression in writing: 
vocabulary 

• Synonyms for key adjectives, e.g. big – large, 
enormous, colossal, towering, monolithic 

• Synonyms for key verbs, e.g. looked – glanced, 
glared, stared, spied, gazed, spotted

• ‘Show not tell’, e.g. he was sad – his eyes welled 
up, a tear ran down his cheek, his shoulders 
slumped, his head hung limply forward

• Referring to things in different ways to avoid 
repetition, e.g. the girl – the pale, disappointed 
girl, the figure, the defeated young woman, our 
heroine.  



Progression in writing: vocabulary 
How can you support this at home?

• Encourage children to read and listen to a 
range of genres of writing, e.g. poetry, higher 
level texts being read aloud, newspapers, etc.

• Draw attention to exciting word choices in 
texts

• Encourage the use of synonyms for key 
adjectives and verbs through modelling this 
orally, or playing word games.



Reading

Aims: 
• To encourage a love of reading,
• For children to ‘read like a writer’ and 

‘write like a reader’.



Guided Reading



Guided Reading
Children work in small groups with a teacher to 
read (decode) and analyse a wide range of high 
quality texts. 
The textual analysis might focus on:
AF2 – retrieval (‘magic reading finger’) 
AF3 – inference/ deduction (‘detective’)
AF4 – structure
AF5 – language
AF6 – purpose and viewpoint
AF7 –social, cultural and historical context



Guided Reading
How can you support this at home?

• Encourage a love of reading – use libraries, 
audio books, book shops (Daunt Books, Tales on 
Moon Lane), use i-Pads and the internet (e.g. 
Newsround website,  National Geographic Kids, 
First News, Phoenix comics)

• Encourage children to read… anything(!) and 
ideally a range of genres and authors

• Read higher level texts aloud to children
• Enthuse (or get someone else to enthuse!) about 

particular authors and genres
• Use audio books. 



Guided Reading
How can you support this at home?

Great websites:
• Kate Greenaway Medal and Carnegie Medal 

http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/home/index.php

• CBCA – Children’s Book Council of Australia 
http://cbca.org.au/Shortlist_2011.htm has some good 
recommendations under short lists and winners.

• Oxford Owl
• A Mighty Girl 

http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/home/index.php
http://cbca.org.au/Shortlist_2011.htm


Guided Reading
How can you support this at home?

Great websites:
• Book Trust – amazing site, book lists under 

categories, e.g. authors from different cultures, 
graphic novels, books about themes, e.g. love, 
environment, books featuring characters with 
disabilities, books for children with autism etc. 
http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/children/booklists/

• ‘Books We Like’ http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-
reading/children/books-we-like/

• ‘Best Book Guide’ http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-
reading/children/best-book-guide/

http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/children/booklists/
http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/children/books-we-like/
http://www.booktrust.org.uk/books-and-reading/children/best-book-guide/


Spelling

Aims: 
• To encourage children to become life-

long learners by teaching them 
strategies to learn spellings. 



High frequency words = most 
frequently used words in 
English language.  

Spelling strategies: phonics 

Mostly phonetically plausible – green 
words
Tricky (red) words = High frequency 
words which are not phonetically plausible



• Beyond phonics
- dealing with 
multiplicity of rules 
and irregularities of 
the English 
language.



Spelling strategies: visual



Spelling strategies: auditory



Spelling strategies: kinaesthetic 

Look, Cover, Write, CHECK!



Spelling Home Learning

Adapted format in response to 
feedback from the parent/ 
carer questionnaire last year.
Aim: greater clarity.



Spelling Home Learning



Spelling 
Home 

Learning



Aims and Objectives

• To give parents and carers a basic 
understanding of how Literacy is taught in 
Fox Primary School;

• To help parents and carers develop their 
personal subject knowledge;

• To support parents and carers with the ways 
they support their child’s writing, reading and 
spelling at home.
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Questions. 
Please place your feedback form at the front.

emma.madden@foxprimary.co.uk
clare.parsons@foxprimary.co.uk

Emma Madden & Clare Richards
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